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THE SPANISH CONSTITUTIONAL COURT DISMISSES DUE TO 
“LACK OF STANDING” A WOMAN’s APPEAL TO UPHOLD HER 

RIGHT OF CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTION AGAINST 
“CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION” 

 
Chamber One of the Spanish Constitutional Court (TC)has dismissed the 

appeal for the protection of constitutional rights [“recurso de amparo”] lodged by a 
woman against the resolution of 25 January 2008 whereby the Andalusian Board of 
Education denying her son the right to conscientiously object to attend classes on 
Citizenship Education and Human Rights. The judgment, where Luis Ignacio Ortega 
acted as the Reporting Judge, and which was unanimously approved, considered that 
the appellant “lacked standing” because a year had still to pass before the minor had to 
study the subject. 

 
According to the background facts of the judgment, the appellant upheld her 

son’s right to not study Citizenship Education before the Board of Education when the 
minor was still enrolled in his second year of Secondary Education (ESO). This was 
why the Administration had dismissed a request for acknowledgement of conscientious 
objection, “due to a non-existing object”, given that said subject is taught as of year 
three. Against this resolution of 25 June 2008, the applicant for constitutional protection 
lodged a Contentious-Administrative appeal which was upheld by the High Court of 
Andalusia in September 2008. The judgment, which acknowledged a right of objection, 
was later overruled by the Supreme Court. 

 
The Chamber, without examining the merits of the case, considers that “the 

appellant lacks a legitimate interest, given that she intends to use an appeal for 
constitutional protection as an action claiming a future or potential infringement of her 
rights only, not as a reaction against an actual breach of her rights”. When she 
addressed the Andalusian Administration, states the judgment sentence, “her son was 
not in a position, given his age, where the disputed subject was compulsory”. The 
minor was enrolled in his second year of ESO and would not be taught Citizenship 
Education until the following school year. 

 
“Repeated constitutional case-law establishes that an appeal for constitutional 

protection cannot be used as an interim nature, and cannot protect future unprotected 
infringements; an inevitable condition is a violation of rights or public freedoms (…)”, 
the judgment states. “This Court, from its earliest case-law”, it adds,“ has required as 
an inevitable condition to apply for constitutional protection that the appeal be lodged 
following an actual, effective and specific infringement of a fundamental right”. 
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